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Several quantum operators representing ‘‘positive flux’’ are compared for the square barrier by
examining their ability to reproduce the exact transmittance when traced with the exact
microcanonical density operator. They are obtained by means of the ‘‘Weyl rule,’’ the ‘‘Rivier
rule,’’ by symmetrizing the product of ‘‘flux’’ and ‘‘positive momentum projection’’ operators, and
by a variational technique. Explicit expressions are given for all cases. ©1996 American Institute
of Physics.@S0021-9606~96!01217-X#

I. INTRODUCTION

Classical transition state theory~CTST! provides an up-
per bound for the classical reaction rate,1 in many cases an
accurate one. In its simplest one dimensional version it is
exact when applied at the barrier maximum. In equilibrium
conditions the reactive flux, i.e., the flux due to trajectories
coming from the reactants ‘‘valley’’~on the left! which end
up in the ‘‘products’’ valley~on the right! is equal to the
positive flux, due to trajectories with positive momentum, at
the top of the potential barrier. The positive flux is minimum
at the barrier top and larger at other positions because there
are trajectories with insufficient energy to eventually pass
over the barrier.

A fully satisfactory quantum transition state theory
~QTST! with all the desirable properties of its classical coun-
terpart has not been found, even in one dimension.2–4 Of
course for realistic chemical reactions at least two dimen-
sions have to be considered, or the effect of an external me-
dium ~e.g., a solvent!, which adds to the complexity of the
task. However, since some of the difficulties are already
present in one dimension, we shall restrict the present dis-
cussion to this simple case. Ideally one seeks a theory that
translates to the quantum case the ideas of CTST, namely a
theory that gives an accurate upper bound for reaction rates
for all energies and potential shapes, in particular when tun-
nelling is important, and which is computationally advanta-
geous compared to the full scattering calculation of the exact
rate. Even though some of these objectives are being fulfilled
by various quantum approaches inspired in CTST,3,5–9 fur-
ther work on the analysis of the basic transition state theory
assumption relating the rates to the positive flux is
worthwhile.4

In one dimension the difficulties are in part due to the
fact that a ‘‘positive momentum selection,’’ and ‘‘flux’’ are
associated in quantum mechanics with the non commuting
operators,

P[E
0

`

dpup&^pu5Q~pop! ~1!

and

Jop~x0!5
1

2m
@popd~x02xop!1d~x02xop!pop#. ~2!

~The subscript ‘‘op’’ is used for quantum operators when
confusion with the corresponding expectation values or clas-
sical quantities is possible. Thus the flux per particle atx0 is
given byJ(x0)5tr@Jop(x0)%#, % being the density operator
normalized to one;Q is the Heaviside function.!

Many quantization or ordering rules have been proposed
to obtain quantum operators from classical quantities, pro-
ducing in general different results since they quantize a prod-
uct of classical functions in different ways.10,11 Indeed trea-
tises on quantum mechanics usually refer to experiment as
the ultimate test for a quantization to be accepted. From this
pragmatic perspective, a good quantum flux operator is in
this context one which gives good transition rates. Two of
the most frequently advocated rules are examined here for a
solvable model, and also a different variational approach
proposed by Pollak.12 The first quantization is based on the
Weyl correspondence rule. This method is equivalent to the
so-called ‘‘Wigner ansatz,’’ in which one estimates the flux
classically in phase space but the distribution function is
taken as the Wigner function. Its use has been discussed and
tested for the parabolic barrier13 and other barriers in combi-
nation with semiclassical approximations.14 Other aspects of
the method, such as the correct coordinate representation of
the operator or its bounding properties4 have not previously
been examined. The second approach is based on symmetriz-
ing the basic operators involved. However, there is no unique
symmetrization. Three different symmetrized positive flux
operators are introduced here for the first time. Finally, Pol-
lak’s approach leads to an operator which has no basis in
terms of some quantization rule but rather on the search for
an upper bound for the exact rate.

Let us emphasize that our objective in this work is not to
develop an efficient numerical scheme to approximate rate
constants, but to test, using an exactly solvable model, dif-
ferent quantum interpretations of the basic transition state
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theory assumption and their validity within the quantum do-
main. Moreover, in order to test the fundamental TST as-
sumption without the interference of any additional statistical
averaging we shall center attention on the microcanonical
ensemble.

The square barrier potential model has been chosen for
two reasons: First the results can be given exactly and ex-
plicitly in terms of known functions and four different pa-
rameters ~width, height, energy difference between both
sides of the barrier and the positionx0 where the flux is
calculated!. Presumably other proposals~besides the versions
for the ‘‘positive flux’’ operator discussed here! for imple-
menting a QTST can also be expressed analytically for the
square barrier, which is ideal for making comparisons with
minimal computational effort. Second, the potential model,
in spite of its crude shape, has a correct asymptotic form with
a constant potential on both sides of the barrier, shows reso-
nance peaks and allows for modeling of asymmetrical as-
ymptotic states. This is in contrast with the parabolic barrier,
which has been the dominant paradigm in many studies but
lacks these properties. In particular the asymptotic behavior
of the latter leads to unphysical divergences.6 These two po-
tential models may also be regarded as complementary be-
cause the parabolic barrier is highly ‘‘classical’’ in that its
dynamics, expressed in Wigner function form, reduces to the
classical Liouville equation, while the quantum dynamics on
a square barrier is more difficult to mimic classically.15 Thus
the square barrier may be expected to be a stronger test for
any version of quantum transition state theory.

II. POSITIVE FLUX OPERATORS

The ‘‘reactive flux’’ J for a trace class, normalizedsta-
tionary state is defined as the flux due to waves withincident
positive momentum selected out by the projectorP1 ,

J[tr @Jop~x0!P1%#, ~3!

P15E
0

`

dpup1&^p1u, ~4!

where the scattering statesup1& (p.0) are the eigenstates of
H with eigenvalueEp5p2/(2m) and incident plane wave
up&. The definition ofP1 and the stationarity ofr imply that
P1 and% commute both withH and each other. In physical
terms Eq.~3! amounts to selecting only waves which had
positive incident momenta in the infinite past.16

For density operators which are not normalizible, such
as %p[up1&^p1u physically meaningful quantities are still
obtained as ratios of outgoing and ingoing fluxes. In particu-
lar the transmittanceuTu2 is the ratio between the reactive
flux

J5tr @Jop~x0!%p# ~5!

and the incoming fluxp/(mh) ~note that when using delta
function normalization for plane waves and scattering states
the units of these quantities do not correspond to a flux. This
is of course irrelevant as long as only the ratio is finally of
interest!,

uTu25
tr @Jop~x0!%p#

p/~mh!

5h tr @Jop~x0!P1d~Ep2H !#. ~6!

The energy delta function in Eq.~6! can be introduced be-
cause the projectorP1 selects only the state with incident
positive momentum of the degenerate pair of energy eigen-
functions. The reactive flux and the transmittance are inde-
pendent ofx0 in spite of the formal presence ofx0 in the flux
operator as follows from the stationarity condition and the
continuity equation.

In the spirit of classical transition state theory one would
approximateP1 in Eq. ~6! by P. However the resulting op-
eratorJopP for the positive flux is not Hermitian.13 In the
following subsections several possible positive flux Hermit-
ian operatorsJop

1 are described and the accuracy of the cor-
responding approximations

uTu2'h tr @Jop
1 ~x0!d~Ep2H !#[T ~7!

examined.

A. Positive flux operator by Weyl correspondence

The Weyl–Wigner formulation of quantum
mechanics10,17–19 is an exactphase space representation of
standard quantum theory based on theWeyl-transform
AW(x,p) of an operatorA ~expressed here in position repre-
sentation!

AW~x,p![E K x2
y

2UAUx1
y

2 L eiyp/\ dy. ~8!

The operator matrix elements in coordinate representation
are obtained fromAW(x,p) by the inverse transformation

K x2
y

2UAUx1
y

2 L 5
1

hE AW~x,p!e2 iyp/\ dp. ~9!

The quantum mechanical trace of two operators, tr(AB) can
be written as a phase space integral of their Weyl transform

tr~AB!5h21E E dp dx AW~x,p!BW~x,p!. ~10!

In particular, the average of operatorA is given by

^A&5tr~A% !5E E dp dx W~x,p,t !AW~x,p!, ~11!

whereW5%W /h is the Wigner function, the Weyl transform
of the density operator% divided byh. In other words, the
computation of the average value takes the same form as in
classical statistical mechanics, with the Weyl transformAW

and the Wigner functionW playing the rolesof the classical
function Acl(x,p) and the classical probability distribution
f cl, respectively. For operators which are functions of coor-
dinates or momentaonly, such asd(x02xop) or pop, the
Weyl transformAW agrees with the classical functionAcl.
This is not the case in general, although in the limit\→0 the
classical function is obtained fromAW .

10

If the quantum operator is not known one can apply the
inverse Weyl transformation to create one by using Eq.~9!
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with the classical expressionAcl(x,p) as the phase space
function. This is theWeyl-quantization rule. Since the quan-
tum operators do not always lead to classical functions via
the Weyl transform, i.e. in generalAcl(x,p) Þ AW(x,p), it is
not guaranteed either that the classical function will produce
the correct quantum operator, so this rule~as any other quan-
tization rule! must be handled with care. For example, the
classical functions exp (2iHclt/\), exp (2bHcl), or simply
the square of the energy, (Hcl)2 do not lead to the corre-
sponding~correct! operators exp (2iHopt/\), exp (2bHop)
andHop

2 via inverse Weyl transform~Weyl rule! even though
Hcl5HW . In these cases the disagreement occurs because in
general the Weyl transform does not preserve products, that
is (AB)W Þ AWBW . There are of course, in each case, correct
phase space representations of these operators that can be
obtained using Eq.~8!.

The classical expression for the flux
Jcl(x0)5(p/m)d(x2x0) is a product of position and mo-
mentum dependent functions. Nevertheless, the Weyl rule
provides in this case the standard result for the flux operator,
Eq. ~2!. In momentum representation

^puJopup8&5
p1p8

2mh
eix0~p82p!/\. ~12!

Equivalently, the Weyl transformJW of the flux operator is
the classical functionJcl. A natural extension of this result is
to define a positive flux operatorJop

1W as the operator that the
Weyl rule associates with the classical function
J1cl5d(x2x0)Q(p)p/m. This is found to be

^puJop
1W~x0!up8&5

p1p8

2hm
QS p1p8

2 Deix0~p82p!/\, ~13!

^xuJop
1W~x0!ux8&5

\

2pm
dFx02 x1x8

2 G

3
]

]x FP S 1

x2x8D2 ipd~x2x8!G . ~14!

Note that the resulting operator is not simply the product~or
even the symmetrized product as discussed further in the
next section! of Jop and the projector selecting positive mo-
menta associated with the classical functionPcl5Q(p). This
latter projector is given in momentum representation by

^puPup8&5Q~p!d~p2p8!. ~15!

Most wave functions are given in position representation so
it is useful to have the position representation of the positive
flux operator,

^xuPux8&5E E ^xup&^puPup8&^p8ux&dp dp8

5
1

hE0
`

ei ~x2x8!p/\ dp

5
i

2p FP S 1

x2x8D2 ipd~x2x8!G
5

i

2p

1

x2x81 i0
. ~16!

This involves the principal partP of any subsequent position
integral, or alternately, with the introduction of a conver-
gence factor for carrying out thep integral, can be expressed
as a quotient.

The coordinate representation~14! of the positive flux
operatorJop

1W(x0) had been reported before without the delta
function.13 The contribution from this term may vanish in
special circumstances but is clearly required for general ap-
plications. An example is the flux for a plane wave having
positive momentum. In this case both the principal part and
the delta terms contribute equally, see Appendix A.

In this paper we shall calculate the positive flux using
operators and the trace expression tr@Jop

1W%#. It is noted that
this is equivalent to using a phase space integral with the
classical function for the positive fluxJ1cl(x0)5Q(p)
3(p/m)d(x2x0) and the Wigner function~the ‘‘Wigner
ansatz’’4!, namely,

tr @Jop
1W%#5E E dp dx J1cl~x0!W~x,p,t !. ~17!

This popular TST approximation is usually implemented us-
ing the latter~Wigner function! representation whereas here
we find it more convenient to use the equivalent operator
form.

B. Positive flux operators by symmetrization

The quantization of the positive fluxJop
1W(x0) due to

Weyl’s rule is different from the symmetrical operators
PJop(x0)P or 1

2@PJop(x0)1Jop(x0)P#. They have simple ex-
pressions in momentum representation

^puPJop~x0!Pup8&5
p1p8

2mh
Q~p!Q~p8!eix0~p82p!/\, ~18!

^pu 12@PJop~x0!1JopP#up8&

5 1
2 @Q~p!1Q~p8!#^puJopup8& ~19!

5
p1p8

4mh
@Q~p!1Q~p8!#eix0~p82p!/\ ~20!

that can be compared with Eq.~13!. Note the different ways
in which the Heaviside functions select positive momenta in
the three operators.

A third symmetrical operator combining the delta func-
tion and Ppop is obtained by means ofRivier’s rule of
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symmetrization.20 For a given classical functiong(x,p), this
rule associates the operatorG, given in coordinate represen-
tation by

^xuGux8&5
1

2hE eip~x2x8!/\@g~x,p!1g~x8,p!#dp. ~21!

In particular, if g factorizes as a product of position and
momentum dependent functions,g5g1(x)g2(p), the opera-
tor is given by symmetrizingg1(xop) andg2(pop),

G5@g1~xop!g2~pop!1g2~pop!g1~xop!#/2. ~22!

This rule also allows average values tr (G%) to be expressed
as phase space integrals where the weight function is the
Margenau-Hill functioninstead of the Wigner function.21,22

It provides the correct quantization of the square of the en-
ergyHcl

2 ~in this particular application it is better than Weyl’s
rule! although it fails for higher powers.

The positive flux operator according to Rivier’s rule,
Jop

1R , is obtained by symmetrizing the positive momentum

pop
1 [Ppop and position delta functiond(xop2x0). In mo-

mentum representation,

^puJop
1Rup8&5

1

2m
^pu~pop

1 d~xop2x0!

1d~xop2x0!pop
1 up8&

5
1

2mh
eix0~p82p!/\@Q~p!p1Q~p8!p8#.

~23!

C. Variational approach

Pollak has proposed a positive flux operatorj1 which is
given in momentum representation by12

^pu j1~x0!up8&5
1

2mh
eix0~p82p!/\~a1pp8/a!. ~24!

For a.0 this is a positive operator that provides an upper
bound for the absolute value of the flux,
^ j1(x0)&.u^Jop(x0)&u. a is then treated as a variational pa-
rameter to minimize the bound at fixedx0 .

Following this procedure the transmittanceuT(p)u2 is
found to be bounded by

uT~p!u2<hFTST~x0!, ~25!

where, for a microcanonical ensemble,23

FTST~x0!5
\

2m F12 ^x0ud~E2H !ux0&

3
d2

dx0
2 ^x0ud~E2H !ux0&1

2m

\2 ~E2V~x0!!

3^x0ud~E2H !ux0&2] 1/2. ~26!

It is noted that this approach does not select out a particular
direction for the motion but rather approximates whether the
barrier is being passed through~in either direction!.

D. Time reversal and parity invariance

Some important simplifications are due to time reversal
and/or parity invariance. The action of the time reversal op-
eratoru onP andJop(x0) is given byuPu5Q[(12P) and
uJop(x0)u52Jop(x0). If the HamiltonianH commutes with
u the following relations are valid for any functionf (H) of
the Hamiltonian

tr @PJop~x0!Pf#52tr @QJ~x0!Qf#, ~27!

tr @Jop~x0! f #52tr @Jop~x0! f #50, ~28!

tr @PJop~x0!Qf#52tr @QJ~x0!Pf#. ~29!

The first two relations seem natural from a classical point of
view, but the third one is non trivial since it involves quan-
tum interference terms. A consequence of this relation is that
tr @PJop(x0)Pf#5221 tr @(PJ(x0)1J(x0)P) f #, i.e., even
though PJP and (PJ1JP)/2 are different operators their
traces with a function of H are equal.

The action of the parity operatorr , equivalent in one
dimension to a reflection about some chosen positiony, on
P and Jop(x0) is given by rPr5Q and
rJop(x0)r52Jop(2y2x0). If in addition the potential is
symmetric aboutx5d/2, then on choosing the reflection
center asd/2, the HamiltonianH commutes withr and the
following relations are valid for any functionf (H) of the
Hamiltonian:

tr @PJop~x0!Pf#52tr @QJop~d2x0!Qf#, ~30!

tr @Jop~x0! f #52tr @Jop~d2x0! f #, ~31!

tr @PJop~x0!Qf#52tr @QJ~d2x0!Pf#. ~32!

Combined with the time reversal symmetry~27! it follows
that

tr @PJop~x0!Pf#5tr@PJop~d2x0!Pf#. ~33!

A special generalization of Eq.~30! is

tr @PJop~x0!Pu2p1&^2p1u#

52tr @QJop~d2x0!Qup1&^p1u#. ~34!

The exact flux operatorJop(x0) can be resolved into
components in a number of different ways. One resolution of
(P1Q)Jop(P1Q) is into the four components correspond-
ing to all combinations of the projectorsP andQ. The Weyl
rule provides an alterative resolution into positive and nega-
tive flux contributions according to

J~x0!5tr@%~Jop
1W1Jop

2W!#

5E
0

`

dp8 W~x0 ,p8!p8/m

1E
2`

0

dp8W~x0 ,p8!p8/m. ~35!

It is noted that no ‘‘interference terms’’ between positive and
negative contributions arise in the resolution according to the
Weyl rule whereas such quantities arise in the projector reso-
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lution. For a parity invariant potential the Wigner function
Wp(x,p8) for the state associated with an incident~positive!
momentump, obeys the symmetry relation

Wp~x,2p8!5W2p~d2x,p8!, ~36!

i.e., the positive flux~a la Weyl! for the states with incident
negative momenta atx can be obtained as the negative flux
for states with positive incident momenta at the reflected
position d2x. Similar considerations apply for the Rivier
approach.

For parity invariant potentials, or simply if
V(`)5V(2`),

d~Ep2H !5
m

upu ~ up1&^p1u1u2p1&^2p1u!. ~37!

Equations~34! and ~36! allow in this case the evaluation of
Eq. ~7! for all momenta by consideringonly up1& states,
since the contribution byu2p1& can be obtained from them.
This simplification will be used in the examples of Sec. III.

III. THE SQUARE BARRIER AS AN EXAMPLE

The potential for a square barrier is written as

V~x!5H 0, 2`,x,0

V0 , 0,x,d

V1 , d,x,`

. ~38!

For this potential, the scattering solution to the Schro¨dinger
equation associated with an incoming plane wave of momen-
tum p5\k.0 is given by

^xup1&5H h21/2@eixk1Re2 ixk#, 2`,x,0

h21/2@C1e
ixk11C2e

2 ixk1#, 0,x,d

h21/2@Teixk2#, x.d

,

~39!

where

k[~2mE!1/2/\,

k1[@2m~E2V0!#
1/2/\,

~k15 ik,k.0, if E,V0!, ~40!

k2[@2m~E2V1!#
1/2/\, ~E.V1!.

In this work we restrict our attention to momenta such that
both sides of the barrier are ‘‘open channels’’ so thatk2 is
always real (E.V1 , E.0). The matching conditions be-
tween different potential regions require,

11R5C11C2 ;

k~12R!5k1~C12C2!, at x50
~41!

C1e
i dk11C2e

2 i dk15Tei dk2;

k1~C1e
i dk12C2e

2 i dk1!5k2Te
i dk2, at x5d.

The coefficientsT, R, andC6 and the corresponding states
u2p2

1& with incident plane wave coming from the right are
given in Appendix B.

A. Weyl approximation

The positive flux according to the Weyl correspondence
can be calculated in different ways, depending on whether
Eq. ~14! is written as the single factor 1/(x02x1 i0) or re-
solved into principal and delta function parts, and whether an
integration by parts is used to reflect the derivative onto the
wave functions. Some alternate ways of expressing the rel-
evant formula are

J1W~x0!5tr@Jop
1W~x0!uc&^cu#

5
2h

4pmE dyFP S 1yD1 ipd~y!G ddy ~^x01yuc&

3^cux02y&)

5 lim
e→0

2\

4pmE du
^cux01u&^x02uuc&

~u1 i«!2
, ~42!

with similar expressions for the negative flux.~It is also pos-
sible to represent the trace as a double integral in phase space
and work with the Wigner function24 but the present route
appears to be simpler.! By symmetry of each of these equa-
tions, the integrals need be carried out only for positivey or
u and twice the real part of the result taken. The evaluation
of either of these integrals is relatively straightforward with
the aid of the equations of Appendix B but lengthy. The
integrand depends on the wave function at two different po-
sitions. Because the two wave functions in Eq.~42! change
their functional form at differentx values@the critical points
are6x0 and6(d2x0)#, the integral has to be separated into
five different pieces. It is also necessary to distinguish be-
tween the cases 0,x0,d/2 and d/2,x0,d and whether
E.V0 or E,V0 , corresponding to whether the dynamics is
classically allowed or whether tunneling occurs.

J1W(x0) is separated into two types of terms,
J1W(x0)5J11J2 . The structure ofJ1 is common to both
cases:

J15uTu2p2 /~2mh!1
1

4p2m
Im$T~k1k2!e

ix0~k22k!E1@2 i ~k21k!~d2X!#1TR* ~k22k!ei ~k1k2!x0E1@2 i ~k22k!~d2X!#%

1
1

4p2m
$Q~E2V0!~ uC1u21uC2u2!k1@2ImE1~2iXk1!1p#2Q~V02E!2k~E1~2Xk!1Ei~2Xk!!R~C1C2* !#%, ~43!
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whereX5min(x0,d2x0). In addition, for 0,x0,d/2,

J25
1

4p2m
Im$C1e

ix0~k12k!~k1k1!@E1~2 ix0~k1k1!!2E1~2 i ~d2x0!~k1k1!!#1C1R* e
ix0~k11k!~k12k!

3@E1~2 ix0~k12k!!2E1~2 i ~d2x0!~k12k!!#1C2e
2 ix0~k11k!~k2k1!@E1~ ix0~k12k!!2E1~ i ~d2x0!~k12k!!#

2C2R* e
2 ix0~k12k!~k11k!@E1~ ix0~k11k!!2E1~ i ~d2x0!~k11k!!#% ~44!

while for d/2,x0,d,

J25
1

4p2m
Im$TC1* e

ix0~k22k1* !~k21k1* !@E1~2 i ~k21k1* !~d2x0!!2E1~2 i ~k21k1* !x0!#

1TC2* e
ix0~k21k1* !~k22k1* !@E1~2 i ~k22k1* !~d2x0!!2E1~2 i ~k22k1* !x0!#%. ~45!

B. Symmetrization approximations

The positive flux associated with a wave functionc and
operatorPJopP is given by the trace

tr @PJop~x0!Puc&^cu#

5tr @Jop~x0!Puc&^cuP#

52
\

m
ImF ^x0uPuc&

d

dx0
^cuPux0&G . ~46!

This is recognized as the standard expression for the flux
associated with the wave function̂x0uPuc&. By definition
this wavefunction is given by

^x0uPuc&5E ^x0uPux&^xuc&dx

5
i

2pE 1

x02x1 i0
^xuc&dx

5
1

2p i E FP S 1

x2x0
D1 ipd~x2x0!G^xuc&dx.

~47!

Using Eq. ~39! the projected wave function for the square
barrier is explicitly evaluated with the aid of the formulas
given in Appendix C in terms of exponential integrals.25 Re-
stricted to positionsx0 within the barrier (d.x0.0), the
result is

^x0uPup1&5
1

2p ih1/2
$2eix0kE1~ ix0k!2Re2 ikx0E1~2 ikx0!

1C1e
ix0k1@E1~ ix0k11 i0!2E1~2 i ~d2x0!k1!

12ip#1C2e
2 ix0k1@E1~2 ix0k1!

2E1~ i ~d2x0!k11 i0!#1Teix0k2

3E1@2 i ~d2x0!k2#%. ~48!

The derivative of the complex conjugate of this wave func-
tion can be directly carried out. In doing so the derivatives of
the exponential integrals lead to terms involving 1/x0 and
1/(d2x0). Inherently these can lead to divergences, how-
ever, on explicit calculation it can be shown that the match-
ing conditions~41! result in these various terms canceling
each other. The final result for the~complex conjugate! de-
rivative is thus

d

dx0
^p1uPux0&5

1

2ph1/2
$2ke2 ikx0E1~2 ix0k!1R* keix0kE1~ ix0k!1C1* k1* e

2 ix0k1* @E1~2 ix0k1*2 i0!2E1~ i ~d2x0!k1* !

22ip#2C2* k1* e
ix0k1@E1~ ix0k1* !2E1~2 i ~d2x0!k1*2 i0!#1T* k2e

2 ix0k2E1@ i ~d2x0!k2#%, ~49!

again restricted tod.x0.0.
To approximateuTu2 according to Eq.~7! and expression

~34! the negative flux associated with the operatorQJopQ is
also required. It is obtained along similar lines.

The positive flux for a statec according to Rivier’s rule
is given by

tr@Jop
1R~x0!uc&^cu#52

\

m
ImF ^x0uc&

d

dx0
^cuPux0&G ,

~50!

requiring the use of Eq.~49! for its evaluation.
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C. Pollak’s Bound

In the case of a symmetrical square barrier~i.e.,
V150), a remarkable simplification of Eqs.~25! and ~26!
can be found. It is convenient to write first the diagonal
matrix elements appearing in Eq.~26! as

^x0u6p1&^6p1ux0&

5
2

p\

k2k1
21k2k0

2sin2@k1~x02d/27d/2!#

4k2k1
21k0

4sin2~k1d!
, ~51!

wherek05(2mV0)
1/2/\. ~In all equations of this sectionx0

is limited to the barrier region, 0<x0<d.) These expres-
sions are valid for allk. Substituting them in Eq.~37! and
then in Eq.~26! one finds

FTST~x0!5
1

h
uTu2j~x0 ,k!, 0<x0<d, ~52!

whereuT(k)u2 is the transmittance,

uT~k!u25F11
k0
4 sin2~k1d!

4k2k1
2 G21

, ~53!

and the factorj(x0 ,k) is given by

j~x0 ,k!5
1

2kk1
$@2k22k0

2~sin2 k1x01sin2 k1~x02d!!#

3@2k22k0
2~cos2 k1x01cos2 k1~x02d!#%1/2.

~54!

From these equations it can be readily seen that fork.k0
and k1d5(2n11)p/2 (n50,61,62,...), FTST(x0) be-
comes independent ofx0 and takes the value

FTST~x0!uk1d5~2n11!p/25
1

h
uT~k!u5

2kk1
h~k21k1

2!
. ~55!

But in generalFTST(x0), 0,x0,d, depends onx0 . For any
value ofk, FTST(x0) has a minimum atx05d/2. This is the
only minimum fork,k0 . Fork.k0 there are also minima at
xn5d/21np/(2k1), n50,61,62,.... SinceFTST takes the
same value in all these points it is convenient to consider
only the pointx05d/2 ~it is the only position that provides a
minimum for anyk).

Substitutingx05d/2 in Eq. ~54! one finds after some
algebra the simple result

FTSTS d2D5
1

h
uT~k!u. ~56!

Pollak’s bound reduces in this case to the inequality

uT~k!u2<uT~k!u. ~57!

Thus the bound is exact at resonance, whenuTu51, and in
general gives an accurate estimate in the limit of transparent
barriers, i.e., whenuTu'1. The relative error is

D[
uTu2uTu2

uTu2
5S 1

uTu
21D . ~58!

This is larger than 100% whenuTu2,1/4, and grows without
limit as uTu2→0. From Eqs.~53! and ~58! the simple crite-
rion

k0
4 sin2 k1d

4k2k1
2 ,1 ~59!

provides an estimate for the usefulness of the bound.

IV. COMPARISON

Using the above explicit equations, the approximations
due to the Weyl rule, the symmetrization rules (PJP and
Rivier!, and Pollak’s bound to the transmittance
@T W ,T PJP ,T R, andT P respectively, or genericallyT , see
Eq. ~7!#, are compared with the exact result in Figs. 1–9 for
the symmetric potential case (k25k,V150). ~In all figures
atomic units are used andm51.) Attention is paid to the
momenta below the classical thresholdk05(2mV0)

1/2/\
~tunneling! and also immediately above, where it is expected
that a one dimensionalQTSTmay disagree with the exact
result, and to values ofx0 within the barrier (0,x0,d).

The main findings are:

~i! For all definitions of the positive flux used in the
present work the microcanonical QTST approxima-

FIG. 1. Position of minimum positive flux,xm , vs k for a barrier of height
V051 and widthd58. Stars: Weyl rule; Dashed line:PJP symmetrization.
The transmittance is also shown for comparison~solid line!.

FIG. 2. Transmittance~solid line! vs k for d50.2, V050.1 and
x05xm50.1. Stars: Weyl rule approximation; Dashed line:PJP symmetri-
zation; Crosses: Pollak’s bound; Squares: Rivier’s rule.
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tion to uTu2, Eq. ~7!, depends on the positionx0 cho-
sen within the barrier.@An exceptional case has been
pointed out in Eq.~55!.# The positionxm where the
minimum positive flux is found is at the center of the
barrier,xm5d/2, whenE,V0 ~except for the Rivier
rule!. For the Weyl rule and the symmetricalPJP
approachxm is displaced from the center for momenta
larger than a momentum threshold~which is slightly
above the classical thresholdp0[\k0), see Fig. 1.
Since the positive flux is symmetrical with respect to
d/2, only the first half of the barrier, 0,x,d/2, is
depicted in Fig. 1.xm is minimum ~i.e. the ‘‘bottle-
neck’’ or transition state is displaced maximally from
the center! at the resonance energies. The minimum of
Pollak’s bound stays atd/2 for E.V0 as discussed in
the previous section.

~ii ! Only T P provides an upper bound for the exact value
of uTu2. In fact the other approaches can give plainly
absurd results such as values smaller than zero~espe-
cially the Weyl and Rivier rules for very thin barri-
ers!, see Fig. 2, or larger than one, see e.g. Fig. 3.

~iii ! Theabsolute erroris of O(1) or smaller, and is neg-
ligible in many cases, in particular in the tunnelling
region ~well below threshold! and for largek, see
Figs. 3–5.

~iv! For T W and T PJP above the barrier and close to

threshold there is a significant difference between the
results obtained atxm or at the center of the barrier
x05d/2, compare Figs. 3 and 4. Above threshold the
approximations touTu2 at the barrier center, Fig. 4,
essentially bound the exact result~on close inspection
of the numerical data it is found that the bound is not
a rigorous one! which is not clearly the case when
xm is chosen, see Fig. 3. Also the approximations ob-
tained atx05d/2 converge better to the exact result
than the calculations atxm in the high momentum
limit. Rivier rule gives the worst results atx5d/2, see
Fig. 5. They do not improve by usingxm ~not shown!.

~v! For E.V0 there is no clear winner concerning rela-
tive or absolute errors, all methods~except Rivier’s!
giving similar results, see, e.g., Figs. 3 and 5. Pollak’s
bound has the merit of locating the resonance peaks
exactly and giving the correct value at these points
(uTu251), although in the valley between resonances
the bound is too large. The Weyl rule, when the po-
sition for the minimum fluxxm is chosen, systemati-
cally shifts the momenta of the resonances to lower
values. The symmetrizationPJP locates the reso-
nances better, an example is provided in Fig. 3. Rivi-
er’s method misses half of the resonance peaks, see
Fig. 5.

FIG. 4. Transmittance~solid line! vs k for the same barrier used in Fig. 1.
Stars: Weyl rule approximation atx05d/2; Dashed line:PJP symmetriza-
tion at x05d/2.

FIG. 5. Transmittance~solid line! vs k for the same barrier used in Fig. 1.
Squares: Rivier’s rule approximation atx05d/2; Crosses: Pollak’s bound at
x05d/2.

FIG. 6. log10 of the absolute value of the relative error
D5(uTu22T )/uTu2 vs k, whereT is T W ~stars! at xm ; T PJP ~dashed line!
at xm ; andT P ~crosses!. Same barrier as Fig. 1.

FIG. 3. Transmittance~solid line! vs k for the same barrier used in Fig. 1.
Stars: Weyl rule approximation atxm ; Dashed line:PJP symmetrization at
xm .
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~vi! As a general trend therelative error decreases with
k. It is large for tunneling energies, see Fig. 6.

~vii ! Contour maps showing the logarithm (log10) of the
~absolute value of the! relative error with respect to
k0 and k/k0 at various values ofd are shown for
tunnelling energies in Figs. 7–9. Note that in these

figures the contour 0 means that the relative error is
100%;21 implies a 10% error, etc. In summary, the
range of parameters (d,k0 ,k) where the approxima-
tions are valid~say, loguDu,21) is very limited. For
fixed barrier widthd the Weyl rule performs better

FIG. 7. Contour plots of log10(uDu) for tunneling momenta;d52 ~a! Weyl
rule; ~b! PJP;~c! Pollak’s bound. FIG. 8. Contour plots of log10(uDu) for tunneling momenta;d51 ~a!: Weyl

rule; ~b! PJP;~c! Pollak’s bound.
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than the other methods for high~opaque! barriers, the
symmetrical operatorPJP gives the best results for
intermediate barriers, and Pollak’s approach for small
~transparent! barriers. Rivier’s approach is never bet-
ter than the other three methods. All these approxima-

tions are poor at very low momenta. As expected, for
extremely thin~almost transparent! barriers Pollak’s
method improves significantly.

V. DISCUSSION

In a realistic application of quantum transition state
theory to a chemical system a number of additional approxi-
mations are generally involved, both formal~such as separa-
bility of the Hamiltonian at the transition state! and numeri-
cal ~e.g., in the calculation of integrals using a finite basis
set! that can make unclear the actual origin of the disagree-
ment with exact results.14 This has motivated the present
study where the ‘‘chemical system’’ is reduced to the bare
bones of a one dimensional barrier, where the averaging has
been reduced by considering only the microcanonical en-
semble, and where all quantities can be obtained exactly and
explicitly in terms of known functions.

At this level of simplification the fundamental TST as-
sumption to be tested is whether or not the quantum positive
flux provides an accurate transmittance. Unfortunately the
meaning of ‘‘quantum positive flux’’ is not obvious, so the
test has to be performed on different implementations~op-
erators! of this concept. In this work we have examined for
the square barrier two old candidates, one based on Weyl’s
rule and one based on a variational approach, together with
two new candidates, each of which is based on a~different!
symmetrization of the basic operators involved. Examples
have been provided of their behavior for several barriers and
energy ranges. For tunneling energies the relative errors are
only small in very limited regions of the parameter space of
the system.

Other positive flux operators could also be investigated.
A positive flux operator has been proposed26,27using the fact
that in a finite real square integrable basis the flux operator
Jop has only two eigenvectors with~nonzero! eigenvalues of
opposite sign. Selecting only the positive eigenvalue and its
eigenvector provides seemingly a natural definition for a
positive flux operator. Unfortunately, as the basis is in-
creased the eigenvalue tends to infinity, a problem already
noted by McLafferty and Pechukas.28 A detailed examination
of the convergence properties or usefulness of this procedure
could be analyzed with the aid of the present potential
model.

As it occurs for many problems involving noncommut-
ing observables,29 it is difficult to justify from first principles
a particular quantization of the positive flux. In fact there is
no universally valid principle in quantum mechanics that se-
lects one operator in particular, and every application re-
quires a separate study. In the context of transition state
theory there is at least the advantage that it is known what a
‘‘good operator’’ should do. However, it is not at all evident
that the fundamental hypothesis in terms of a positive flux
and the ideal objective are entirely compatible. After all, the
initial motivation for a quantum transition state theory is
simply the success of its classical counterpart. But, regarding
the classical rate constant as an approximation to the exact
quantum rate, all that CTST may provide is a good aproxi-

FIG. 9. Contour plots of log10(uDu) for tunneling momenta;d50.2 ~a! Weyl
rule; ~b! PJP;~c! Pollak’s bound.
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mation to the classical rate which is in turn only an approxi-
mation to the true quantum rate.

From this perspective the approach of QTST trying to
quantize a secondary approximation to the exact rate seems
somewhat convoluted, and a direct route based on approxi-
mating directly the exact quantum rate, regardless of what
may or may not work in the classical case appears to be more
natural. Indeed many approaches to evaluate the reaction
rate, which retain in some cases a strong TST flavor, are
primarily based on direct approximations of the exact quan-
tum expression.6,7,30 It is thus not strange that reviews on
QTST have reflected some degree of pessimism or even
exasperation.2–4 In spite of the drawbacks, the quantum
translation of the TST idea remains an appealing objective,
in part because there is so much to gain, and in part because
there are so many avenues yet to be explored. Clearly the
different quantizations that have been proposed for the posi-
tive flux do not exhaust all possibilities, and surely much
remains to be done in trying to find operators that bound
accurately the exact rate.12,28~An additional reason for inves-
tigating these operators is a proposed relation between the
lifetime of resonances and the flux directed in the outgoing
direction.31! The square barrier provides a severe test for
these attempts and can readily show ranges of validity or
limitations. It offers analytical expressions and a relative
flexibility due to the possible variation of four parameters:
width, height, energy difference between ‘‘reactants’’ and
‘‘products’’ potential energies, and location within the bar-
rier.
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APPENDIX A: THE WEYL POSITIVE FLUX FOR A
PLANE WAVE

The Wigner function for the density operator represent-
ing a plane wave%p[up&^pu is given by

W~p8,x!5h21d~p2p8!. ~A1!

The corresponding flux takes the form

J~x0!5tr@%pJop~x0!#

5E
2`

` E
2`

`

dxdp
1

h
d~p2p8!

p8

m
d~x2x0!

5
p

hm
~A2!

Because of the delta functiond(p2p8) the momentum inte-
gral does not change by shifting the lower limit to 0 when
p.0. In this caseJ(x0) is equal to the positive flux
J1W(x0), but if p,0 the positive flux vanishes. These re-
sults can also be obtained in coordinate representation using

the expression~14! for the positive flux operator. The posi-
tive flux is separated into the two terms associated with the
delta function and the principal part in Eq.~14!:
J1W5Jd

11JP
1

Jd
15

1

4pmiE2`

` E
2`

`

dx dx8 e2 ip~x2x8!/\d

3Fx02 x1x8

2 G ]

]x
d~x2x8!. ~A3!

For the integration of the delta functions it is convenient to
introduce the new variabless5(x1x8)/2,y5x2x8 and then
integrate by parts ony to give

Jd
15

1

4pmiE2`

` E
2`

`

ds dy e2 ipy/\d~x02s!d8~y!

5
p

2mh
. ~A4!

The same change of variables and integration by parts for the
principal part term lead to

JP
15

1

4p2mE2`

` E
2`

`

dxdx8e2 ip~x2x8!/\d

3Fx02 x1x8

2 G ]

]x
P S 1

x2x8D
5

ip

2pmh
P E

2`

`

dy
e2 ipy/\

y

5
p

2pmhE2`

`

dy
sin ~py/\!

y
5

upu
2mh

. ~A5!

This route shows the importance of keeping both the delta
and principal part terms in Eq.~14!. The final result,
J1W5Q(p)p/(hm), can also be obtained without explicit
separation into the two terms by using the formula

1

x2x81 i0
5P S 1

x2x8D2 ipd~x2x8!, ~A6!

changing tos andy variables in

J1W~x0!5
1

4p2mE2`

` E
2`

`

dx dx8e2 ip~x2x8!/\d

3Fx02 x1x8

2 G ]

]x

1

x2x81 i e

5
21

4p2mE2`

`

dy
e2 ipy/\

~y1 i«!2
5

p

mh
Q~p!, ~A7!

and taking the limite→0 after the finaly integral is carried
out by closing the contour above~when p,0) or below
~whenp.0) in the complexy plane.
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APPENDIX B: INCIDENT NEGATIVE MOMENTA

The stateu2p2
1& corresponding to incident negative mo-

mentum2p2,0 has the following coordinate representa-
tion:

^xu2p2
1&5H h21/2T̂e2 ixk, 2`,x,0

h21/2@Ĉ1e
2 ixk11Ĉ2e

ixk1#, 0,x,d

h21/2@e2 ixk21R̂eixk2#, x.d
~B1!

The coefficients in Eqs.~39! and ~B1! are given by the fol-
lowing expressions

C152F21k~k11k2!e
2 idk1, ~B2!

C252F21k~k12k2!e
idk1, ~B3!

T54F21kk1e
2 idk2, ~B4!

R5F21@e2 ik1d~k21k1!~k2k1!

1eidk1~k12k2!~k1k1!], ~B5!

Ĉ152F21k2~k11k!e2 idk2, ~B6!

Ĉ252F21k2~k12k!e2 idk2, ~B7!

T̂54F21k1k2e
2 idk2, ~B8!

R̂5F21@e2 ik1d~k1k1!~k22k1!

1ei dk1~k12k!~k21k1!]e
22idk2, ~B9!

where

F5eidk1~k12k2!~k2k1!1e2 idk1~k1k1!~k11k2!.
~B10!

APPENDIX C: EXPONENTIAL INTEGRALS

The two basic exponential integrals used in the text are

E1~z!5E
z

`e2Y

Y
dY, uarg zu,p, ~C1!

where the contour does not cross the negative real axis, and

Ei~x!52P E
2x

` e2Y

Y
dY, x.0. ~C2!

Their numerical evaluation is readily available through li-
brary subroutines based on a combination of Taylor series,
asymptotic series and continued fractions.32 They are related
by

E1~2x6 i0!52Ei~x!7 ip. ~C3!

By contour deformation it is possible to reduce the integrals
arising in Sec. III to combinations of exponential integrals.
In particular, fora,b.0,

E
a

`eiY

Y
dY5E1~2 ia !, ~C4!

P E
2a

b eiY

Y
dY5E1~ ia !2E1~2 ib !1 ip, ~C5!

P E
2a

b e2Y

Y
dY52Ei~a!2E1~b!, ~C6!

E
z

`e2Y

Y2 dY[
E2~z!

z2
5
e2z

z
2E1~z!. ~C7!
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